
Arkansas Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Minutes
February 4, 2023 Hosted by ARVANA Area

Meeting opened by moment of Silence & Serenity Prayer by RD- Dyanne S at 09:20 am
02/04/23- for CAR/ CAT report. Meeting held Hybrid due to weather impact statewide.
Roll call/ attendance done via observance online and by sign in sheet:

Roll Call by Secretary: done via signing sheet or via check online
RCMs or their Alternates

ARVANA Todd L Present
AWOL Ryan P Present
CENTRAL Jesse E / Destiny P Present
CRANA Ashley L./ Danielle K Online
FUACNA Todd G Online
NWAANA Wendy B/ Crystal S Present
ORACNA Josh T Absent

Administrative Committee Trusted Servants
Chair Joseph C Absent
Vice Chair Eric B Present
Regional Delegate Dyanne S. Absent
Regional Delegate Alt Glynn W. Present
Secretary Patricia M Present
Secretary-in-training Terri S Present
Treasurer Alicia A Present
Treasurer-in-training J.R. S Present

Standing Subcommittee Chairpersons
Policy and Procedures Marc S. Present
Convention Committee Chair
Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media Alicia A. Present
BMLT/ Phoneline Coordinator Alicia A Present

Please see attachments in email for CAR report. 25 motions to be reviewed with the
group.
CAT report - motions 26-36. Budget to be reviewed. Link for the survey was emailed for
individuals to complete literature.
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Arkansas Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Minutes
February 4, 2023 Hosted by ARVANA Area

02–05-23 10:30 - RSC meeting began:

Read Twelve Traditions, Twelve Concepts, 1st 2 paragraphs of Tradition 2,
Definition and Purpose of Regional Service Committee.

Roll Call by Secretary: Quorum Met
RCMs or their Alternates

ARVANA Todd L Present
AWOL Ryan P Present
CENTRAL Jesse E / Destiny P Present
CRANA Ashley L. Present
FUACNA Todd G Absent
NWAANA Wendy B/ Crystal S Present
ORACNA Josh T Absent

Administrative Committee Trusted Servants
Chair Joseph C Absent
Vice Chair Eric B Present
Regional Delegate Dyanne S. Hybrid
Regional Delegate Alt Glynn W. Present
Secretary Patricia M Present
Secretary-in-training Terri S Present
Treasurer Yvonne S Present
Treasurer-in-training J.R. S Present

Standing Subcommittee Chairpersons
Policy and Procedures Marc S. Present
Convention Committee Chair Charlene S Present
Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media Alicia A. Present
BMLT/ Phoneline Coordinator Alicia A Present

Roll Call- hybrid option available due to weather options

Secretary Report - given by Patricia M - review of New business, open share, and old
business.

Treasurer's Report -
4509.24 sent to Southern Zonal -2691.96 working balance, due to accruals.

RD/RDA Report -
Check was mailed this week with tracking that was corrected. New Audio/Visual coordinator
position to vote on adding and then SZF will purchase dedicated equipment to use for hybrid
meetings and PR presentations. Dyanne will be bringing a motion to pay for ½ of the cost of
putting Basic Texts in the 75 counties of Arkansas that totals $1035, so we would donate
$517.50 if that motion passes.

Reports from Southern Zonal Forum Glynn - SZFNA.org for recording or workshops and
additional materials.

RCMs or Alternate reports - see attached reports.

Break 11:55am - 12:54 pm with Serenity Prayer by Chair

Read Overview of Consensus section, Voting section, and Consensus Procedure
section
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Arkansas Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Minutes
February 4, 2023 Hosted by ARVANA Area

Old Business
● 2022-11-02 - tabled for review with attachments for the RCM’s to be reviewed by the

body.
Opposition by P&P, questions from NWA and ARVANA about possible opposition.
CRANA did not review. Question was asked by Sec if we had a group asking for
assistance by this region would be able to provide this to them.
Motion for compromise. P&P is making a suggestion to do a disruptive behavior
service pamphlet update and this be included in it.
CRANA motion to table it an additional cycle to table it - obtain the information and
review and discuss it more often.
TABLED until May 2023. Please provide feedback to the form.

● 2022-11-03 sent to Policy - reviewed flow cart with RCM’s and Admin- copy will be
kept in archives and emailed out.

● Social media guidelines feedback requested & received by P&P - see
attachments

Break- 2 pm to 2:15 pm
OPEN SHARE-

1- Wendy - do we have too many email addresses? I understand how the computer sorts
them now. There are five addresses going to the web servant that is being sorted out.
There is everything coming that goes to a bottleneck.
I also want to mention the BMLT app on my phone. The BMLT search won’t let me expand
the search on meetings for me. Not sure if our BMLT is working correctly for our region. It
isn’t don’t what it used to be for me. I was trying to see what groups are participating in
my area.
2- Ryan - It has come to my attention that we have a lot of communications from inmates
from facilities that we have not been answering. This is a need. What are we doing with
them?
3- Eric - they are going to the mail. They are being forwarded to the treasurer then to the
secretary. Needing a book or sponsor. Ashley asked if they could be sent to each area.
Reminded chair they were not being sent out past the mail forwarding. Ashley asked if it
could be a photo texted to whoever handled it.
4- Alicia said that we will send them sponsorship behind the wall. They have experience
doing this. Ryan asked for suggestions. Marc said suggestions for will of the body, ADHOC
is suggestion for will of the body, plan or refer to the area based on the body. Crystal asked
if the area would decide not the Region due to needing training? Eric responded due to it
appearing that H&I was going due to inmates writing us directing. Alicia stated Florida and
Portland region have established zoom training for sponsorship behind the walls and find the
links for us. Ryan would like for us to follow up on the training and get more informed.
5- Terri - request from Zonal to pay for literature in jails. NAWS sends out for free instead
of us paying the 500.00- instead of us paying it.
6-Marc - foresee some changes to policy not guidelines - for example vice chair is to be the
contact for the website however, the duties they are to be the sole - will be submitting
motion for that.
7-Marc- Addressing 10th concept procedures address - step address concept - funds
returned - via credit card instead of cash- CC previous then paid region back -
misappropriation - just give me a check for less. Discussion back and forth about wordage
in audit. Changing of misappropriation to additional transparency required in the audit and
completion prior to labeling.

- We will reddact the audit report name.
8- Marc handing out note taking templates - please provide feedback if this is approved.
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9- Alicia- stating she would like to make amends to the body. She failed as the RSC
treasurer. She was trying to adjust to a world she never had before. I know that I failed. I
was not as responsible as I wanted myself to be. I had to get everything in order to hand it
over. It was an opportunity to see where my downfall was. I hope things are easier on the
next treasurer due to the findings in this audit.
10-Marc appreciates the apology our treasurer has made. I apologize because in my role I
failed to disagree without being disagreeable. I was disagreeable with the way I was doing
it.

Subcommittees - SEE ATTACH REPORTS
● Policy and Procedures (Marc S.): see attached report - will send me updates.
● Convention Committee Chair : Greetings from the Regional Convention Committee!

We have been meeting the second Sunday of the month via hybrid meetings. So far we
have had 2 meetings. Dana B. is our vice chair and Lisa O. is our treasurer. We are
presently in need of a secretary. So far we have decided on them being Unity in the
Fellowship and Alicia submitted a design and it has been approved by the committee. I
have brought a contract with me for the Hilton Garden Inn, which we have selected for
the location. We appreciate participation from all areas, as this is a joint effort. However,
ARVANA, ORACNA, and AWOL have not participated yet. We need everyone’s help in
order to make this work.
Thank you for allowing me to be of service,
Charlene S.
Questions asked- Why are our budgets not there? Why did we pass up 13K and not
keep $9.000 instead of $7,000. Response was giving that we have a cap of $7,000
and any budget above that is expected to fundraise.

● Phone line Coordinator (Alicia A): Phone line is updated under meeting update.
Started process in May of 2022. Minutes are now updated on the website. 2020 -
2022 updated. Events - ARSCNA.org- submit events - Meetings and events update
to meetings@arscna.org ** weather updates can be sent ** Zoom phone line
training. Two day RSC weekend- intention is for the weekend. Maybe at AWOL or at
Central in the next two cycles. Maybe one of the ones we could do is phone lines.
Patch list organized in a less gender specific way. Can we look at it? Body agreed.
We will have a workshop at AWOL. Reverse homework before the event.

● Ad Hoc: Guidelines Website Social Media (Alicia A.): received feedback for revision

Administrative Committee Report - Vice -chair, treasurer, RD alt P&P & sec.
** see notes on motions **

RSC meeting resumed - 4:17pm
Reviewed motions & request for money and updated treasurer report.

New Business - see attached motion forms
● Motion #1: Change “Phoneline Coordinator” to “Communications Coordinator” -

SENT TO AREAS/LONER GROUPS for vote
● Motion #2: Develop guidelines for communication coordinator - RULED OUT OF

ORDER (already done when combining the 3 positions)
● Motion #3: Share the cost for the SZF literature Fellowship Development project

$517.50 - PASSED AS PART OF HIPR BUDGET
● Motion #4: Add a procedure for event flyers - TABLED FOR AMENDMENT
● Motion #5: Add restitution and reconciliation form to #12 Financial section -

PASSED
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Arkansas Regional Service Committee of Narcotics Anonymous Minutes
February 4, 2023 Hosted by ARVANA Area

● Motion #6: Admin to meet virtually 6 weeks after Region to build a working
relationship and follow up on outstanding tasks to be #7 pg 18 under Admin
Committee Duties - PASSED

● Motion #7: Create a Project Plan for H&I correspondence plan - PASSED - Crystal S
(NWA) appointed to chair

● Motion #8: Approve hotel & taping contracts for the 2023 Convention - PASSED
● Motion #9: Adopt ARSCNA Note Taking form as a resource - PASSED
● Motion #10: Remove #8 from Vice Chair admin duties “POC for website” - already

part of “Phoneline Coordinator” duties - PASSED

Nominations/Elections of Trusted Servants Charlene elected Convention Chair

Current nominations: NONE - all position open for nomination next RSC

Announcements - 23-1-2 to change phoneline title to groups.
Next meeting at AWOL group in 1313 Hwy 65 North Suite E, Harrison AR May 2023

Updated Treasurer's Report - see attached for full report & updated budget

February 5, 2023
Final Treasurer Report

Beginning Actual $5,252.61

Ending Accrual - $0.00

Travel Fund Balance (before 10% added) - $569.05

Prudent Reserve - $3,150.00

Expenses Total - $1,018.82

Donations (INCOMING) Total + $747.67

Money Returned + $0.00

Donations (OUTGOING) Total - $1,136.17

Ending Working Balance $0.00

Ending Actual $3,719.05

Plans for next meeting -

17:55 end of meeting
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February 5, 2023 Expenses Check # Budget Amount Notes

Beginning Treasurer Report
Hosting (ARVANA) - declined 
donatoni Rent $0.00
YMC (autodraft) A.D. Phoneline $412.93

Beginning Actual $5,252.61 Phone # (Twilio) CC Twilio $20.00
Beginning Accrual $3,266.20 UPS CC UPS $0.00
Beginning Travel Fund $1,539.92 Marc (copies + travel) 1202 P & P $188.34
Prudent Reserve $3,150.00 Dyanne (RD Jan SZF) 1203 SZF $77.55
Working Balance -$2,703.51 Glynn (RDA July SZF) 1204 SZF $320.00

 

Travel Fund Starting Used/Req'd Returned Balance  
Beginning Balance $1,539.92 $1,539.92  
Alicia (check #1205) $364.57 -$364.57  
Terri (check #1206) $315.48 -$315.48  
Patricia (check #1207) $290.82 -$290.82 Expenses Total $1,018.82
Travel Fund Totals $1,539.92 $970.87 $0.00 $569.05

Beginning Actual - Accruals - Travel - Prudent - 
Expenses + Donations (INCOMING) = 

Donations/Money Returned (OUTGOING)

Accruals Starting Used/Req'd Added Balance
RDA WSC Travel (dispersed 
May even years - up to 
$3000) Check #1204 $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Website ($195 Paid Feb RSC) 
Check #1200 $146.20 $194.95 $48.75 $0.00

UPS Box Rental ($144 Paid 
Feb RSC) Check #1201 $120.00 $156.00 $36.00 $0.00

Donations 
(OUTGOING) Check # Total

$1,262.41
Accruals Totals $3,266.20 $3,350.95 $84.75 $0.00 NAWS (50%) 1208 $631.21

SZF (40%) 1209 $504.96

Prudent Reserve Starting Subtract Added Balance Donations (OUTGOING) Total $1,136.17
Prudent Reserve $3,150.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,150.00

Travel Fund (10%) - ADDED to Starting 
Balance next RSC $126.24

Prudent Reserve Total $3,150.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,150.00

February 5, 2023
Donations (INCOMING) Check # Check Date Amount Notes Final Treasurer Report
ARVANA Beginning Actual $5,252.61
CAANA $603.67 Ending Accrual - $0.00
CRANA Travel Fund Balance (before 10% added) - $569.05
FUACNA Prudent Reserve - $3,150.00
ORACNA Expenses Total - $1,018.82
NWAANA $144.00 Donations (INCOMING) Total + $747.67
AWOL Money Returned + $0.00

Donations (OUTGOING) Total - $1,136.17
Ending Working Balance $0.00

Donations (INCOMING) Total $747.67 Ending Actual $3,719.05
MONEY RETURNED $0.00 *NOTE: FUACNA - donation of $310.65 included in the 

"beginning actual" balance - but not documented previously



2023 ARKANSAS RSC BUDGET
(Amounts budgeted based on
expected quarterly expenses =

annual budgeted amount ($)/4)

ANNUAL ACCRUALS

Budget
2023

Feb 2023
Acutal Spent

May 2023
Acutal Spent

Aug 2023
Acutal Spent

Nov 2023
Acutal Spent TOTAL SPENT

Secretary $120.00 $0.00 $0.00
RD (CAR/CAT PRINTING) $500.00 $0.00 $0.00
Rent / Hos�ng $1,200.00 $0.00 $0.00
SZF (Travel x 3 Zonal Mee�ngs) $6,600.00 $397.55 $397.55
HIPR $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Phoneline (Answering Service) -
Autodra� ACH Monthly

$1,700.00
$412.93 $412.93

Twilio Phone # - Autodra� Debit $200.00 $20.00 $20.00
Policy and Procedure $200.00 $188.34 $188.34
Treasurer $25.00 $0.00 $0.00
UPS Store Mail Forwarding $160.00 $0.00 $0.00
Starter Kits $645.00 $0.00 $0.00
Fellowship Development $250.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTALS $12,600.00 $1,018.82 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,018.82
Prudent Reserve $3,150.00

ACCRUALS -
Budget

2023 Totals

Feb 2023
Star�ng
Balance

Feb 2023
Spent/
Added

May 2023
Spent/
Added

Aug 2023
Spent/
Added

Nov 2023
Spent/ Added

TOTAL
BALANCES

RD Alt WSC Travel (dispersed Feb
even years - budgeted annually) -
$375 quarterly (maximum =
$3000) $1,500.00 $3,000.00 $0.00
RD Alt WSC Travel (SPENT) -$3,000.00
Website (Paid Feb RSC) - $48.75
quarterly $195.00 $146.65 $48.35 $0.00
Website (SPENT) -$195.00
UPS Box rental (Paid Feb RSC) -
$36.00 quarterly $144.00 $108.00 $36.00 -$12.00
UPS Box rental (SPENT) -$156.00
TOTALS $1,839.00 $3,254.65 -$3,266.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 -$12.00
Quarterly Accrual $459.75



































Regional Delegate Report
2/5/23

There is very little to report to the body at this RSC regarding WSC/World Service. We are gearing up 
for the World Service Conference in April/May. 

Glynn and I attended the Southern Zonal Forum last weekend in Austin, TX. On Friday, the local NA 
community and the Southern Zonal Forum Public Relations committee put on a PR for Professionals 
Day. 

There was some controversy about the PR event as the SZF PR coordinator requested that the NA 
fellowship, except for the local PR committee not attend the event since the event was for professionals
and not the fellowship.  

We attended the CAR workshop that was presented by World Board members. 

There is a motion to create a new role at the SZF – Audio Visual coordinator. And to purchase audio 
visual equipment for the SZF to be used at the SZF for virtual meetings and hybrid meetings. 

There was also much discussion about regions not making donations to the Zone. On Saturday, there 
was some discussion about the need to dip into Prudent Reserve due to the lack of donations to the 
SZF. I was asked by several members, including the treasurer, the Facilitator, and 2 RD in attendance – 
where was the funds Arkansas Region had donated last October – the check that had to be returned due 
to it being written incorrectly. I was caught off guard and embarrassed that this had not been resolved 
by Arkansas Region. 

At our last last RSC, I watched the check be written to the SZF and was told it would be mailed ASAP. 
I assumed it had been. I sent some lengthy text messages to the admin committee. I was angry and 
embarrassed for our Region.  

This body has once again harmed another NA service body. This body harmed all of it's member areas 
when the phoneline was shut down and we have not made amends to the areas. Some of our areas had 
to order new H&I literature because the previous literature had the dead number stamped. There were 
bus benches with the dead number. And the dead number was, until this week, listed on na.org as our 
helpline. We harmed Narcotics Anonymous in Arkansas. I want us to proceed with making amends to 
the SZF and to our member areas. 

As a side note – this body did not make a donation to SZF or NAWS for over a year. We need to do 
better. We need to be better. 

The Fellowship Development efforts from the SZF in Arkansas has continued to move forward. There 
are 75 county jails in Arkansas. To place a softcover Basic Text in each county will cost  $1035.30. 

Today, I am motioning that this region pays half of the cost. The SZF cannot afford to foot the entire 
cost. 

Glynn and I have begun the process for registering and traveling to the World Service Conference – 
April 30 through May 6th, 2023.



Please make note that Glynn and I will be at the WSC when this body meets again.

In loving service,

Dyanne
Regional Delegate

I am returning receipts from my travel to and from Austin, TX last weekend. 

Requesting mileage to and from Fort Smith, AR to meet Glynn for SZF Austin, TX – 180 miles x 0.655
= $117.90

Receipts total $630.86

Travel Check received for $625.05

Balanced owed to me is $123.71
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Saturday Feb 4 2023Todd G. RCM

FUACNA RCM Report

Foothills is doing well. Recovery Connection in Searcy has nightly, in person meetings at 
7:30pm every night of the week and averages 25 people in attendance. Recovery Connection 
has moved locations and the address has been updated on the regional website.Ties That Bind 
in Searcy offers Hybrid meetings Monday, Thursday, and Saturday at 6pm averaging 5-12 in 
person and virtual participants. Batesville Point of Freedom group meets Tuesday, Thursday, 
Saturday, and Sunday at 5 pm with an average of 5-10 people... . Recovery Warriors in Mt.View 
is having meetings Monday, Tuesday, Thursday at 5:30 pm and Sundays at 3pm. Meeting 
Attendance in Mt. View averages 5 to 10 people. Heber Springs meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at 5:30 pm and attendance is up and doing really well.

H&I is continuing to hold meetings inside Wilbur D. Mills Arisa Health they are  in person every 
Friday at 6 pm

There is a Super Bowl party feb 12th at 4pm at recovery connection

Our annual Serenity on the Lake camp out will be Memorial Day weekend may 25,26,27th at 
old hwy 25 campsite b

In loving service Todd G.



RCM to RSC         NWAANANWAANANWAANANWAANA          2/4-5/2023 
 

 8 Groups // 31 meetings/week 

-NEW- Igniting Hope NA; Friday noon; 115 N. Dixieland Rd., Suite 1, Rogers,Ar 

-MOVED- Livin Clean; 714 W. Huntsville Ave., Springdale, AR (1/9/23) 

                -Peaceful Dozen; 805 W. Olrich St., Rogers, AR (2/1/23)  ADDED NOONS Tu/Th 

-UPDATED on ARSCNA.org  

 Donation = check # 1456   $144.00   11/12/22 

                     check #  1459  $109.56   01/  /23 TO BE MAILED ~2/8/2023 

 Trusted servants:  NEW = T.J. C.- Secretary; Charles N.- Treasurer-in-Training; Crystal S.- RCM-

alt. 

Alicia A.- Chair               Janet W.- Treasurer                  HIPPR- Crystal S. 

Doralene D.- V.C.          Wendy B.- RCM                         Activities- OPEN (V.C. default) 

 HIPPR 

-H&I: *NWACCC = 1 mtg/wk; women only; Ladies of CCC “Bruncheon Function” 1/7/23: 

elected panel leader and co-leader, added 6 applicants to volunteer pool  

*NWMC-BH placed on hold due to technicalities 

-Phoneline:  “NA Helpline Poster Event” 3/4/2023 

-PR:      IP rack coordinator “Bruncheon Function” 2/18/23 

 Activities 

-UPCOMING:  2/5/2023 Convention Fundraiser committee 

           2/11/2023 Peaceful Dozen Valentine’s Masquerade 

                                             (ARSCNA Convention Fundraiser) 

                          6/3/2023 New Life Speaker Jam 

                          6/23-25/2023 Beaver RoundUp 

                          TBD Learning Day… likely Fall… 

              -PAST:  12/3/2022  New Beginnings’ 2nd Homecoming (Basic Texts to WCDC) 

 Vote Convention Chair- passed  

 WSC 2023 

-provided GSRs with link to SZF CAR workshop 1/28/23 and  

-detailed instructions to access CAR PowerPoint and PDFs via na.org/conference 

 NAOFNWA.org links added by web servant to “For Our Members”:  

-NWA GSR report form 

-NWA ASC Motion Form 

-GSR Basics   na.org 

-Local Service Resources na.org 

 

**Digital ASC Minutes Archive, January 2023, includes RCM attachments: 

-How to Chair a Meeting Workshop   PDF 

-CAR tally sheet link                                       PDF 

-na.org/survey link and survey tally sheet PDF 

 

 

 

        



 

 

 

 



 















G&P Report - Feb. 2023
Arkansas Regional Committee of Narcotics Anonymous - Feb. 2023

Marc S. - Chairperson for G&P

Appendix E has been updated. I have copies here for everyone to include in their binder and
I’ve asked that it be posted on our website.

You may notice a couple of things that were not guidelines or policy changes but were in the
spirit of the motions that were passed here at this table.

For example, the motion to temporary extent the RD and RDA term of service needs to be noted
in Appendix E so that if anyone looks at the guidelines doesn’t think that the terms are over.

Another example is the motion to move to 2-days changed a few things in our guidelines and
policy. The spirit of the motion was that we agreed to move to a two-day regional meeting, and
these changes reflect that. The 2-day format is suggested to give some guidance to admin on
where to start when planning a weekend regional meeting.

The combination of the Website, BMLT, and Phoneline coordinator roles required some editing
to the purpose and duties so that nothing would be missed.

Although E was not part of the duties of the Phoneline Coordinator, it is noted in the Purpose so
it needs to be part of the duties. And J, clearly states that the Coordinator is the point of contact
with the Website Coordinator. The previous duty said: There shall be one liaison that will
communicate all updates with the webservant. But that doesn’t reflect that the coordinator is the
single point of contact for other matters with the webservant. We in the subcommittee believe
that these amendments reflect the spirit of the motions passed by this body.

When RCM’s ask their areas or approve a change, do we need to “vote” again on the exact
motion or do you trust the authority granted to this trusted servant and the subcommittee.
Subcommittee’s make mistakes, but wouldn’t it be simpler to fix a mistake rather than waste
time having every word reviewed by the whole body. We delegate authority to trusted servants
to make decisions because we trust and believe that they will do what best for us and their work
is transparent and always subject to review by the whole body.

These changes were discussed and reviewed by the subcommittee.

We also met to discuss the draft for Social Media.
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Having reviewed the draft proposal and discussed the various components, we would like to
thank the work prepared so far to offer us a starting point with the various duties involved with
this aspect of serving our fellowship.

The initial motion to create a social media page and adhoc was tasked on creating a presence
on social media for Public Information purposes. Our current social media pages do not reflect
this mandate and have become a member’s page for events and news. Although this may be
useful to us, we believe it does little to inform the general public about NA in Arkansas.

The suggested draft seems to suggest a presence for both Public Information and members of
our fellowship. We believe that any presence for Public Information should be different for
members only. A members only presence ought might be better served as a private group since
anonymity is better protected (though not completely) in a private group where members must
agree to certain rules and answer questions to join. A public-facing presence ought to be static
page with information about NA, our meetings, and contact information. Information can be
posted like quotes from our literature, PSA’s, and sections from our literature. Commenting on
such posts should be disabled and visitors should only be able to “follow” our page for
informational reasons.

The policy draft does attempt to address this but it is not clear enough that these two needs
ought to be separate.

Other suggestions we have:
1. Remove all Traditions, Concepts, and spiritual principles references in the policy since it

stands to reason that our policies and guidelines ought to follow these, and if they don’t,
they shouldn’t be approved. We already have a part of our Guidelines and Policies that
addresses how we will follow our Traditions and Concepts.

2. Our Common Welfare section doesn’t need to be in this policy. It’s an educational
statement teaching us about how we need to behave online. Maybe list reference
material that the fellowship has published to help members with a Social Media
presence.

3. Separate Goals for internal communication and external communication like the
objectives are.

4. Remove “All internal Objectives” from external objectives.
5. Accountability ought to be with the Phoneline Coordinator as per the recent ARSCNA

policy change. Leave off Social Media Team members. Should be a single point of
accountability.

6. We do not believe that there is a need for a Social Media project team/committee. The
duties can be met by the Phoneline Coordinator or if this body believes it’s necessary,
create a new Social Media Coordinator Role working with the Phoneline Coordinator.
Whatever role assumes the single point of accountability, they can delegate some of
their duties to NA members with the caveat that the Coordinator is the single point of
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accountability and must review/approve the duties completed by those they have
delegated the work to.

7. This also means that the following sections can be removed from this draft policy:
nominations, elections, removal of officers, member qualifications, and job descriptions.

8. The duties and responsibilities can be outlined as the duties and responsibilities of
whatever coordinator is the single point of accountability.

9. Posting Guidelines and curation guidelines could probably be combined in a more
simplified and understandable manner. It’s a bit too specific and may need to be
generalized. Outside resources can be referenced for further information.

10. Posting Guidelines for internal and external content. Current draft has both types of
content combined.

11. Do’s and don’t section need not be part of this policy but if the coordinator finds it useful,
then maybe it can be an Appendix for use by the coordinator only.

12. Glossary section need not be part of this policy but if the coordinator finds it useful, then
maybe it can be an Appendix for use by the coordinator only.

We understand that this may require some major updates to the current draft, but we believe it
will be simpler, less overwhelming, and subsequently more useful. Again thank you for the
extensive work presented since it allowed us to review all aspects of this “project” and some
items we may have not thought of.

Lastly, we prepared some flowcharts for us to review today to see if we’d like to include them in
our policies. I believe this will come up in Old Business.

Regards,
Marc S., P&P Chair
Dyanne S., RD
Glynn W. RDA



Phoneline, BMLT, & Website report:
Website:

● The new phoneline number has been updated on
www.na.org under “meeting search”. This was a long
process and was first

● The minutes from RSC meetings that happened in 2021
and 2022 have been uploaded on the website under the
“service materials” tab. If you have any trouble accessing
them or have any questions, please let me know.

● Do we want to post any 2019 or older minutes on the
website?

● To submit events you can go to www.arscna.org and click
the button “submit your events”. You can upload your
flyer or simply “save the date” until you have a flyer
ready. The flyer or additional information can be added
later.

● Many of the events happening in our Region are either
not getting posted on the website or are overlapping
each other. In the spirit of unity, please encourage your
groups and Areas to both submit their events and
reference the calendar when planning future events.

● There are training materials that were submitted directly
to the webservant. I know they were part of a workgroup,
but I don’t remember having those presented to the body
asking for approval to have them published on our
website.

http://www.na.org
http://www.arscna.org


Phoneline:
● The patch list that our answering service uses has been

updated with all the new trusted servants from the last
cycle of elections.

● I am handing out PR Poster hanging packets for each of
the RCMs and Loner Groups. You will see that there are
suggestions and poster follow up forms attached too.
These are just a resource that you can choose to use
when doing your own events to post posters around
town.

● We need to consider having the patch list be organized in
a less gender specific way.

BMLT:
● I have a printed meeting list that has been passed out to

each Area and Loner group to update and return back to
me. All those that were received yesterday during the
CAR/CAT workshop have already been updated.

● Any meeting updates not provided this weekend to me in
person need to be emailed to meetings@arscna.org so
they can be updated.

● Notify of closures

In loving service,
Alicia A.
Phoneline Coordinator
phoneline@arscna.org

mailto:meetings@arscna.org
mailto:phoneline@arscna.org



















